Comparative phenotypic and molecular characterization of porcine mesenchymal stem cells from different sources for translational studies in a large animal model.
Mesenchymal stem cells have demonstrated their potentiality for therapeutic use in treating diseases or repairing damaged tissues. However, in some cases, the results of clinical trials have been disappointing or have not worked out as well as hoped. These disappointing results can be attributed to an inadequate or insufficient preclinical study. For medical and surgical purposes, the similarities between the anatomy of pig and human make this animal an attractive preclinical model. In this sense, for mesenchymal stem cell-based therapy, it is strongly necessary to have well characterized animal-derived mesenchymal stem cell lines to validate preclinical effectiveness of these cells. In this work, porcine mesenchymal stem cells (pMSCs) were isolated from bone marrow, adipose tissue and peripheral blood and compared in terms of differentiation potential, cell surface markers and gene expression. Our results demonstrated that the isolation and in vitro expansion protocols were feasible and effective. The data presented in this work are relevant because they provide an extensive phenotypic characterization; genetic study and differentiation behavior of the most commonly used stem cell lines for clinical practices. These pMSCs are widely available to scientists and could be a valuable tool to evaluate the safety and efficacy of adoptively transferred cells.